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‘Figaro’ sings:
The N.C. Symphony joins with
Opera Company
of N.C. Page 9E.

h ome
o f
September’s profile of a well-designed living space
t h e m o n t h Take a look at a photo gallery at www.newsobserver.com, search home&garden.

The wood and steel bridge provides a dramatic entryway to the house. Below the bridge is an intimate walled garden
with pathways and a cascading water fountain. An elegantly detailed spiral staircase connects the main living level
of the house to the roof deck.

the entryway

Modern
resurrection

Built on the crumbling bones of a 1960s house,
a contemporary home boasts drama, comfort

Home of the Month, a collaboration with the N.C. State University College of Design, shows possibilities
for constructing a living space built with homeowners’ living patterns and preferences in mind.
Each month we profile a new home, selected by an expert panel, from designs by area architects.
The goal: to offer inspiration and knowledge that can be applied to any living space.

the project

By David Hill
Guest columnist

J

the chiles
residence
architect
Tonic Design/Construction, 784-0573
project location
Raleigh
square footage
3,500
key attributes
Modern renovation
Connecting inside
with outside
Living with art

ohn and Molly Chiles decided to
build a new modern house in North
Carolina, and they found just the
place for it on the resurrected bones of
an old modern house.
The Ohio couple explored the more
traditional option of buying a home
site and building from the ground up,
but they soon became fascinated with
the possibility of renovating an abandoned 1960s steel frame and wood
panel house overlooking Crabtree
Creek in Raleigh.
Renovation does not sufficiently describe the task that lay ahead for the
Chileses and Tonic Design/Construction, a local design-build firm. The
house’s wood walls and floors had rot-

ted, and it was camouflaged by a tangle of kudzu and ivy.
Vincent Petrarca of Tonic admits
that the house was in terrible shape,
but “still strong in concept” and full of
possibilities.
John and Molly had the vision to see
through the clutter and were confident
that the neglected remains could be
converted into a stunning new house
that would pay homage to mid-20th
century modern design.
The owners were no strangers to
great architecture of the past and present. They had traveled to see many famous modern houses, including the
iconic Case Study House #22 designed
by California architect Pierre Koenig
see chiles, page E

The open stair, meticulously constructed of
steel and wood, illustrates the importance
of small details to the overall design of the
house.

Calling all Architects We are looking for designs to feature in 2008. Registered architects practicing in North Carolina are invited to submit designs completed since
Jan. 1, 2002. The single-family house designs can be for new construction, a major renovation or a significant addition. The design should demonstrate quality use of space and innovative
solutions for contemporary living. A panel of architects and architectural critics will select examples that support and expand ideas of what a home can be and that represent diversity
in architecturally designed homes. Registration deadline is Oct. 15. Entry submission deadline is Nov. 9. For details, visit www.design.ncsu.edu and click on the Home of the Month icon.
Questions could be addressed to homeofthemonth@ncsu.edu.

When you love someone else’s house

Confess to your
secret admiration

Coveting takes a turn into stalking for some
By Steven Kurutz
The New York Times

W

henever Lane Bailey
drives his 3-year-old
son to day care he sees
the red-brick ranch house tempting him from the road, with its
swimming pool, three-car garage and front yard so big that,
as he says, “you could practice
golf on it.” An outbuilding on
the property holds particular appeal for Bailey, who calls himself
a “car guy.”

“Every time I drive by I think,
man, I could disassemble things
and have them all over the
place,” he said.
Bailey, 42, is a real estate
agent, so he sees a lot of houses
and doesn’t generally think
much about them afterward. But
the red-brick ranch — which he
first noticed five years ago a few
miles from his own home in
Stone Mountain, Ga., near Atlanta — has captivated him. He
can’t stop thinking about the gi-

gantic front yard and the outbuilding. As a result, Bailey has
found himself engaged in an activity he refers to, partly in jest,
as “house stalking”: watching
the house from afar, as if he were
a secret admirer.
In its most basic form, house
stalking might simply mean
driving past a favored house
from time to time and craning
one’s neck to see its architectursee stalking, page E

Self-described house stalker Lane Bailey peers at a
house he would like to buy in Stone Mountain, Ga.
New York Times photo by Erik S. Lesser
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Are you a closet house stalker?
Come on out of that closet and go
to the Parade of Homes. Over the
next three weekends you can tour
as many homes as you can stand
— without guilt. The tour times are
noon to 5 p.m. today and Sunday,
Oct. 5-7 and Oct. 12-14.
The N&O is checking out some
of the homes on the tour to find
out some of the latest trends. We’ll
tell you what we discovered in next
week’s section. And if you want to
share which houses you think are
must-sees, tell us at share.triangle.
com and tag your comments Parade
of Homes.
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fined but casual way, and floor- upon. Because the house is sitto-ceiling windows open views ed halfway down a hillside and
to the surrounding trees and nestled in a stand of old-growth
greenway to the north.
beech trees, she envisioned the
Artwork is displayed promi- roof deck as a large-scale “table
nently, but don’t confuse the on top of the house” where
house with a museum. To the friends could gather for social
contrary, the Chileses are occasions in a space with views
quick to point out that their across the treetops to the dishouse is not a gallery for the tant horizon.
art, but a place where they
Some critics have accused
XXXX
SLUG
STORY EDITOR: EDITORX/XXXX GRAPHIC ARTIST: MOE/4582
can live with the works they modern architecture of being
have collected.
cold, unlivable and lacking in
The open floor plan of the detail, but the Chiles house
main level gives the Chileses a proves otherwise. It is rich in
ARTIST: moe 4582 EDITOR: name ph# STORY SLUG: storyslug
space that they characterize as 0929_gfx_hom
spatial finesse, fine details and
“a loftlike house or a houselike warm materials and, as PetrarAssgn Ed.
Reporter
Artist
Assgn Ed.
News Ed.
1A Ed.
Copy Ed.
Designer
loft” in which low walls, area ca points out, is a composition
PLEASE
PROOF,
INITIAL
and
pass
this
graphic
to
the
next
person
for
proofing
rugs and furniture — yes, mid- of “open perches and quiet recentury modern pieces — loose- treats.” The house elegantly
ly define boundaries between frames art and nature in a setliving room, dining room, office, ting that is at once dramatic
kitchen and breakfast area.
and comfortable.
The designers believe this
Together, the Chileses and
kind of plan encourages move- Tonic have given life to old bones
ment through the various spaces and made “modern” new again.
and levels of the house, and they
David Hill is an architect and
Exposed structure is an important feature inside. Crissdesigned several elements that
faculty member in the N.C.
crossing beams create a bright ceiling that contrasts
make the journey graceful.
State University School of
with
the
warmth
of
the
cherry
floors.
The gently curving driveway
Architecture.
offers ever-changing vantage
points to view the house’s exuberant form. A steel and ipe
(pronounced EE-pay) wood
Bedroom
Bedroom
bridge spans a private walled
Dining
Living
garden and connects the drive to
the front door. Interior and exteUtility
rior stairs play an important role
in establishing the house’s conRoof terrace
temporary character.
Kitchen
Den
Tonic worked with structural
Master
Entrance
engineer Richard Kaydos-Daniels and steel crafters from McSun room
Connell Studios in Raleigh to
fabricate a striking spiral staircase that connects the main living level to the roof deck. Clipped
Courtyard
onto the side of the house, the
outdoor stair’s helical form
stands — or more precisely,
floats — in contrast to the gridlike steel structure.
The rooftop oasis is a design
feature that Molly insisted
Lower level
Main level
Upper level

Continued from page E

in 1959.
The Case Study Houses (more
than 20 in all) were commissioned between the 1940s and
’60s by Art and Architecture
Magazine and were intended to
showcase modern innovations in
residential design.
Koenig’s steel and glass houses, one of which perches precariously on a Hollywood hillside,
captured the couple’s imagination and inspired them to build
something similar in Raleigh.
The Chileses’ knowledge of
architecture proved to be a valuable asset in working with Tonic.
They were active in many aspects of the design and construction process, and they developed
a working relationship with
Tonic.
John Chiles insists that the
only way to get a great project is
to be “an involved client” willing
to collaborate with designers
and builders throughout the
process.
The couple challenged Tonic
to “make good architecture fit
the program” — a term used to
describe the general space requirements of a project. In return, John and Molly researched
materials and even helped lay
out mock-up wall panels to test
interior spatial configurations.
Chiles notes that teamwork
and “a willingness to wrestle
with ideas” ensured that no one
felt left out of the design and
construction process and all
points of view were considered.
Like the Case Study Houses,
the Chiles house is structured
for contemporary living. John
Chiles notes that the “spaces
and walls are designed specifically to take art.”
Rooms flow together in a re-

the living space

We Think Of It
A S M AT C H M A K I N G .

The home’s ‘spaces and
walls are designed specifically to take art,’ says homeowner John Chiles.

the structure

Without The

S P E C I A L I NC E N T I V E
TO T H E F I R S T 5 0 H O M E B U Y E R S *

Uncomfortable Dinners .

You don’t always fall in love with the ﬁrst
house you see. Or the second,
or even the twenty-ﬁfth. That’s
why York Simpson Underwood

is to say, very well indeed). It’s one of the many
reasons why 98% of YSU clients
say they would work with their
agent again.* Something to keep
in mind if you’re looking for that

agents get to know you as well as
they know the Triangle (which

special something called a home.
www.ysuhomes.com

Cameron Village
919-832-8881

Cary
919-467-1811

Chapel Hill/Durham
919-929-7100

Downtown Raleigh
919-719-3131

North Hills
919-782-6641

North Raleigh
919-846-7100

Pinehurst/So. Pines
910-695-0898

Relocation
919-821-9960

*SOURCE: WINTER 2006 BUYER SATISFACTION SURVEY CONDUCTED BY LEWIS & CLARK RESEARCH, RALEIGH, NC

VISIT OUR NEWLY OPENED
PARADE OF HOMES WELCOME CENTER.
Be among the first 50 to buy your brand new
home or homesite in 12 Oaks and we’ll
waive the monthly Master HOA and
Social Membership dues until January 1,
2009. But hurry! Homes will go fast.

1001 Green Oaks Parkway, Holly Springs, NC 27540
919.557.6850 · toll free 866.488.6257 · www.12OaksNC.com
*See our ad in the real estate section or contact the Community Consultant for more details.
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